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August 1, 2019
Collings Lake Civic Association
PO Box 475
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Re:

Collings Lakes Civic Association, et al v. Citizens Voices Association, et al
Docket No.: ATL-C-99-13

Dear CLCA Board Members:
I am writing in response to your inquiry related to the timelines imposed in the court’s order
of December 4, 2017 and the Settlement Agreement which was adopted by the court in conjunction
with Special Master Jessica Pyryt. My understanding is that some residents have questioned the
speed at which certain things have been accomplished and have claimed that since deadlines were
allegedly missed, that the CLCA was in violation of the agreement.
Any deadlines placed in the Agreement were placed there to give this process a sense of
urgency. It was never the intention of any party to the suit, that if a deadline was missed, that the
agreement would somehow be voided. In fact, there is absolutely no language in the Agreement
or Order to suggest that.
Just the opposite is true. The deadlines were placed there to ensure that the things
contemplated actually got completed.
The main reason for the initial delay was that after the final order was entered on December
4, 2017, the parties prepared to begin the election a new board. Because of the nature of the suit,
both parties agreed that Special Master Jessica Pyryt would run the election. Unfortunately, Ms.
Pyryt had to go on maternity leave through February 2018. Both parties (through their attorneys)
agreed and stipulated that the election would need to wait until her return to proceed. This delay in
the election (which was agreed to by all parties) pushed some of the other dates back accordingly.
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I hope this letter is helpful in explaining to your membership the details of the settlement
agreement and order.

Respectfully submitted,
HOLSTON, MacDONALD, UZDAVINIS,
& MYLES, P.A.
Samuel Myles
By: ________________________________
Samuel J. Myles

SJM/jc
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